
A Filipino Community IB World School
Friday, 5 October 2019

7-14 Oct Yearbook Photoshoots, MPR, 7:40 am-3:30 pm
Fri, 16 Oct Halloween Bake Sale, Auditorium Foyer
Fri, 18 Oct MAS Term 1 Recital
Sat, 19 Oct MISAA Opening
Tue, 29 Oct G5 Puberty Fair
Wed, 30 Oct Term 1 Ends

Wed, 30 Oct G3 CLE Parent Meeting, 8-9:00 am
31 Oct-3 Nov Term Break, No Classes
Mon, 4 Nov Term 2 Begins, Classes Resume
Wed, 6 Nov Early Student Release: Kinder-G2=12:00 noon,  
    G3-8=12:30 pm
 Teachers Professiona Development, Afternoon

The Beacon Inquirer
The Beacon School

StuCO Student Leadership Training
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Dear Beacon School Community, 

As you are aware, Beacon School incorporates the use of electronic platforms and programs at school to enable 
students to research, create content, and record and share highlights of school events.  Our aim is for students 
to acquire the knowledge, skills, and understanding to become constructive and responsible users of digital 
media.  We expect students to exhibit online behavior that is aligned to school values, i.e. that they would be 
respectful, caring, and principled in their online work and communication.  We also want them to be safe.  In 
addition to measures we take with regard to our IT infrastructure and systems, we explicitly teach students the 
elements of digital citizenship related to the use of devices at Beacon.  These efforts will continue.  We are 
aware of the online environments students are potentially exposed to outside the classroom and understand 
that monitoring child/ren’s online activity is challenging.  We believe that educators and parents have a shared 
responsibility to help students understand both the benefits and risks of their online activity.  

The case by which photos and videos can be posted by Beacon students makes it essential that at both school 
and home, we are reinforcing the cornerstones of digital citizenship.  Given security concerns and the right 
to privacy, it is vital that students understand not to post photos or other details that would disclose personal 
information about other Beacon students to those outside our school community:  their photos in school uniform, 
their names, the location of the school, or where they live.  It is also important that they understand geotagging 
settings and location services on the devices that they may be taking photos with, that are then posted and 
shared, with metadata possibly embedded in the photos.    

We encourage you to continue to have conversations with your children about their online use and who has 
access to their digital content.  Continue to take an interest in the applications that are of interest to your child/
ren, whether they are suitable for their age, the way the applications are used, and how the privacy settings and 
filters work.  Formerly musical.ly, Tik Tok, as one example, is an application for posting and sharing short videos.  
While social media sites in general are restricted to children 13 and older, and though this site is rated as 
suitable for those 16 years old and above by Common Sense Media, it is gaining popularity for children under 16 
and is one of the fastest growing sites online.  A review of TikTok on Common Sense Media can be found here. 
We have also become aware that students collaborate with greater frequency in creating and posting content on 
this and other social media sites including Instagram;  this activity has an impact on each member of the group.  
The following resources from Internet Matters provide guidelines, tips and conversation starters for parents of 
children from  6 - 10 years old and 11 - 13 years old.  

We appreciate your support to work with us to keep the online environment of Beacon School students safe and 
healthy while creative for them. 
   

All the best, 
Mary Chua, Dean of School

https://www.tiktok.com/en/%3Fre%3Dm
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/app-reviews/musically-your-video-social-network
https://pwxp5srs168nsac2n3fnjyaa-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Internet-Matters-Guide-Online-safety-for-parents-of-children-6-10-years-old.pdf
https://pwxp5srs168nsac2n3fnjyaa-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Internet-matters-Parent-Age-Guides-11-13.pdf
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Girls Uniform: Acceptable Styles for Chino Pants
Beacon School introduces an official adjustment to the uniform to allow girls to wear, as an alternative to 
the skort, navy blue chino pants on non-PE days. In addition to navy blue chino pants as an alternative, 
navy blue leggings may be worn underneath the skort. 
 
Please see below images of the style of pants that satisfy as an alternative to the skort.

The uniform for shirts remains the same. To completely cover the arms, students may wear a thin white 
undershirt beneath their uniform shirt; wear sweaters or hoodies over it; or add detachable sleeves to 
wear when outdoors, for play, recess, PE, or sports after school.  

 

Please take note of the new phone numbers of different offices effective October 6, 2019:

(02) 8840-5040 - Trunk line number
(02) 7729-2897 - Finance

(02) 7729-2895 - Reception

This change is in compliance with the order of the National Telecommunications Commission that all telephone numbers in 
the Greater Metro Manila Area with a 02 area code will move to an 8-digit format. PLDT numbers will be adding "8" at the 
beginning of the existing landline numbers. Globe will be adding "7" to existing landline numbers. Thank you.
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StuCo Officers and Reflections of Student Leadership Training
The Student Council (StuCo) held their  Student Leadership Training last Friday, 27 September.  The activities 
were planned by the Guidance Counselors and facilitated by Mr. Genil and Ms. Cubacub.

The following are their reflections after the event.

The Student Leadership Training was fun.  We all had an enjoyable time. We learned about ourselves as leaders 
and got to know the other members of StuCo.  Overall, it was an amazing experience that brought out our true 
leadership skills and traits.        - Gino, Noah, JM, Alex & Kristian

The Student Leadership Training was an experience that taught us about ourselves as leaders and allowed us to 
collaborate and get to know each other.       - Sara

After doing the Student Leadership Training, I also learned that you can't always do things on your own, and 
things are more efficient and effective when done together.     - Ines

The activities we did were good for team building and it helped us develop new skills like cooperation.
            - Genevieve

After leadership training last Friday, September 27, I was happy and full of new experiences.  Through the 
exercises, I got to know all the members well and I got to do good team building exercises with them. I got to 
learn many new things about the others and I think it was a really good learning experience. The things we learnt 
there aren't like the ones we learn in class.  We learned different ways to be good leaders and good role models. 
            - Maya

The lessons that I took away from leadership trainings were different qualities like the IB profile and being fair 
and equal to everyone.          - Mirei

The games were fun. We learned how to be a stronger leaders and what traits StuCo members should have.  
We got to know each better by thinking of TATER people: Commen-taters, Dic-taters, Sweet-taters, and Spec-
taters.

We learned that as a team, we can be stronger when we work together and plan together.
          - Isabel, Lia & Carmen

Throughout the Student Leadership Training, we had a lot of activities that helped us develop communication, 
cooperation, understanding of each other, and most of all, teamwork.  This was a good exercise to get us started 
as the Student Council 2019 - 2020.      - Beli, Alessi & Alexis

On the day of leadership training, we really got to know what type of leader we are, we got to know the type of 
leaders we should be and we also improved our leadership skills. The activities we did really brought out our 
inner leader. In the game with the Balloons, I learned that we have to be prepared for any challenge that comes 
our way. On that activity, I realized that at some point I have to change my  way of doing other things. I  learned 
how to be a good listener when it is needed. I got to see the different ways we could help and change our 
environment to make it a better place. I understood the importance of communication, teamwork, collaboration 
and many more. I learned that all of these small things we do is what defines a leader. - Tomas

The StuCo held their elections a few days after the training and here are the results:

The Student Council Officers for SY 2019-2020
President - Sara S. Vice President - Noah S. Secretary - Ines L.
Treasurer - Maya S. PRO - Beli E.

 

 TO THE FOLLOWING WHO CONTRIBUTED TO THIS ISSUE: 
Michelle Dizon,  Amira Fernandez, Jennifer Rivera, Grace Cubacub,                          

Erica Gancayco,  IT Staff, Cat Ledesma and the WSC Moms
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The Beacon School Teams Finish Strong in the 
World Scholar’s Cup Manila Global Round

A big shout out and congratulations to the two teams of The Beacon School who 
competed in the World Scholar’s Cup Manila Global Round last September 6-11, 2019 
at Resorts World Manila. The Global Round was attended by 1,500 scholars from 28 
countries around the world.
 
Out of the 290+ teams in the Junior Division, the Grade 8 Team of Nate R., Noah S., 
and Lucas B. bagged 3rd Place Overall Champion Team, making them the highest 
placing team/school from the Philippines. The team notably placed 4th for the Team 
Challenge and 5th for the Team Bowl events. Meanwhile, the Grade 7 Team of Jenna P., 
Daniela R., and Maya S. landed 50th Place Overall Champion Team, also earning them 
gold medals. Both teams qualified for the Tournament of Champions to be held in Yale 
University this November.

 
Out of the 875 scholars in the Junior Division, Nate R. and Noah S. bagged 40th Place and 69th Place 
Overall Champion Scholar, respectively. Nate R. was awarded Beacon School Top Scholar.

 Team Awards
GOLD SILVER

Overall Champion Team Team 297
Team 298

Challenge Team 297
Debate Team 298

Team 297
Writing Team 298 Team 297
Bowl Team 297 Team 298

*Team 297: Nate R., Noah S., Lucas B.   **Team 298: Jenna P., Daniela R., Maya S.
Individual Awards

GOLD SILVER
Overall Champion Scholar Nate Noah 
Debate Maya, Noah, Jenna Nate, Lucas, Daniela 
Writing Nate, Jenna, Daniela Maya, Noah 
Arts & Music Daniela Noah, Jenna, Nate 
Social Studies Nate, Noah Jenna 
History Noah, Nate Lucas 
Literature Nate, Lucas, Noah, Daniela 
Science Nate Maya 
Special Area Lucas, Noah Daniela, Nate 

Leading up to the Global Round, both teams swept the awards in the Manila II Regional Round held last 
July 14-15, 2019 at Southville International School and Colleges. The boys’ team and the girls’ team 
won 1st Place and 2nd Place Overall Champion Team, respectively. Noah S. was awarded Overall 
Champion Scholar and Beacon School Top Scholar, while Nate R. got the Asimov Award. 
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Guidance: 

 
by: Daniel J. Siegel + Tina Payne Bryson

Ever worry that your kid is a jerk? Or wish they’d 
send a thank-you note without your forcing them to 
do it? Empathy can be developed and encouraged 
in young people. Psychiatrist Daniel Siegel and 
social worker Tina Payne Bryson explain how.

When your toddler conks you on the head with a Tinkertoy 
and then laughs even though you are visibly hurt, it may be hard to imagine her becoming a caring, 
empathic person as she grows up. Or when your five-year-old puts on a cape and demands that everyone 
in the house stop what they are doing and watch a spontaneous magic show that lasts and lasts and lasts 
(and no, you may not go to the bathroom until it’s over!), his egocentrism can make you wonder if he will 
ever become someone who considers others.

We know a 16-year-old boy — let’s call him Devin — who, in many ways, behaves like a typical kid 
with all the problems and selfishness of most teenagers. He can make irrational decisions and is mean 
to his younger sister at times. But overall he consistently shows the ability to transcend self-centeredness 
and behave in ways that are caring and considerate. Recently, on his father’s birthday, Devin offered to skip 
an outing he had planned with his friends so he could spend time with his dad on the special day. He also 
regularly hugs his grandparents and can be expected to give up his seat for someone else on a city bus 
without being asked.

You might assume that Devin is simply one of those people who are empathic from birth. But you’d 
be wrong. When he was young, his parents worried about him because he showed very little innate ability 
to think of others’ feelings or consider their perspective, even as an elementary student approaching middle 
school. He’d consistently grab the first piece of birthday cake and the last remaining slice of pizza. It didn’t 
bother him when someone else was upset, and he was, frankly, a bit of a bully to his sister and sometimes 
his friends at school.

Don’t worry that any phase will last forever — your daughter won’t be biting her friends when she 
leaves for college.
Lots of parents are alarmed when they see selfish traits in their kids. But when they express these 
concerns to us, we remind them that the main part of the brain responsible for empathy is particularly 
undeveloped in young children. Empathy and caring are skills to be learned. In general, we want to caution 
parents about globalizing any egocentrism they might be perceiving in their kids at the moment. In truth, it’s 
developmentally typical for children to consider themselves first; it gives them a better chance of surviving.

Let us remind you of one important truth: in your role as a parent, “right now” is all you have to 
focus on. Yes, you are building skills to last a lifetime. But you’re doing so in the present moment — right 
now. You don’t have to let the experience of right now make you fret about what your child will be like at age 
15 or 20; so much development will unfold between now and then. Even though we’re professionals who 
have rigorously studied development, we’ve been surprised at developmental leaps our own children have 
made in just weeks and months. So don’t give in to the temptation to worry that any phase — whether it’s 
selfishness, sleep problems, homework meltdowns, or something else — will last forever. Your daughter 
won’t be biting her friends when she leaves for college. (If she is, you should probably call us.) Think in 
smaller chunks of time, like semesters or seasons. Give your child a few months to work through this phase 
and know that as long as you’re there loving her, guiding her, teaching her, and providing a consistent 
presence, she’ll get through it and learn the skills she needs in order to thrive.
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One of the most hopeful messages we ever give parents is 
that the skills we want to help our kids develop are built during 
normal interactions. The most important parenting work is done not 
only when we have serious, meaningful conversations with our kids, 
but just as often when we simply play with them, read to them, argue 
with them, joke with them, or hang out together.

By drawing awareness to the emotions and motivations of 
characters in books and movies, the parents helped their 
child realize these people had considerations that were 
quite apart from his own.
When it comes to empathy, lectures that begin, “You should 
care more about X because . . .” are rarely going to leave a lasting impression. Much more powerful 
will be the example your kids see you set and the extent to which you demonstrate what it means to listen 
to others, consider their perspectives and opinions, and care about them. That kind of modeling, particularly 
how you show compassion for them when they are having a hard time, will help your children build their 
capacity for empathy. And when they watch you make an effort to live a life full of concern for the people 
around you and an awareness of others’ needs, your kids will assume that’s just how things are done, and 
empathy will become more of their default approach to the world.

Devin’s parents spent time drawing his attention to other people’s experiences and minds and 
helping him consider the feelings of others. When they read to him, they asked questions like “What 
is the Lorax feeling right now? Why is he so mad at the Onceler for chopping down all the trees?” When 
they watched movies, they’d occasionally pause the film to ask questions like “Why do you think Travis 
got sad when Old Yeller started acting so differently? What do you think he should do?” Simply by drawing 
awareness to characters’ emotions and motivations, they helped him move outside of himself and realize 
that the people on the pages and the screen had their own interests and considerations that were quite 
apart from his own.

From there, it was easy to ask similar questions about real people. For instance, they might say, “Ms. 
Azizi got upset more easily than usual during class today, huh? I wonder what might have happened to 
her this morning before school?” Taking place in simple conversations during everyday interactions, basic 
questions — “Why do you think Ashley is feeling sad? How can we help?” — can build the scaffolding for an 
increased sense of insight, morality and an awareness of the minds of others.

Bubble-wrapping kids can prevent the full development of empathy, which often emerges directly 
from having experienced negative emotions themselves.
The other decision Devin’s parents made to help guide him toward being more empathic was 
to allow him to experience his own negative emotions. Bubble-wrapping kids can prevent the full 
development of empathy, which often emerges directly from having experienced negative emotions 
themselves. Each time Devin’s parents allowed him to feel sad or frustrated or disappointed, instead of 
immediately distracting him or rushing in to fix things, his potential for empathy grew, since his struggles 
opened up space within him to understand and identify with the pain of others. His parents sat with him and 
supported him in his pain, of course, but they didn’t deny or distract him from his feelings.

When Devin was very young, this might have meant holding him for an extra minute or two while 
he cried when his grandmother left, rather than offering cookies to get his mind off his sadness. As 
he grew older and faced bigger disappointments, like the time in middle school when he was abandoned 
by two friends on a field trip and had to sit on the bus alone, it meant listening to his fears that everyone 
at school hated him and he’d be friendless forever. At times like these, his parents were tempted to try to 
move him immediately into happiness and offer suggestions, but instead they did their best to lovingly listen 
and allow him to know what emotional pain feels like. Once he had expressed himself and was receptive to 
talking about his experience, they could then problem-solve and ask more questions about the situation, but 
only after allowing him to sit with his feelings.
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The more we think about and practice empathy, the more empathic we can be in the future. A 2016 
study of teachers made this point. A group of teachers from five different middle schools in California were 
asked to complete, a couple of months apart, two online modules that asked them to think about reasons 
for student misbehavior — the challenging social dynamics among young adolescents, the biological and 
hormonal changes taking place in their bodies and brains, and so on. The teachers learned about research 
and listened to student stories that demonstrated the link between academic success, on one hand, and 
a safe, caring and respectful educational environment, on the other. The modules stressed that students’ 
emotions and behaviors improve when they feel cared about and valued by their teachers.

You can probably guess the results. Compared to the control group — regardless of race, gender, family 
income, or even whether the students had previously been frequently in trouble — the suspension rate 
dropped when teachers were asked to think about the experiences of their students. In fact, students of 
the teachers who participated in this “empathy training” were half as likely to be suspended. This has a real 
impact, especially when you consider that suspension rates correlate with significant negative life outcomes, 
such as chronic unemployment and even prison.

Numerous scientific studies have demonstrated the power of empathy, not just in kids, but in adults 
as well. Empathy allows us to keep in mind that each of us is not only a “me,” but part of an interconnected 
“we.” Recognizing this combination helps produce an integrated self — which leads not only towards caring 
for others but also towards living a life full of meaning, connection and belonging to a larger whole.

Excerpted with permission from the new book The Yes Brain: How to Cultivate Courage, Curiosity, and 
Resilience in Your Child by Daniel J. Siegel and Tina Payne Bryson. Published by Bantam Books, an imprint 
of Random House, a division of Penguin Random House LLC, New York. Copyright © 2018 by Mind Your 
Brain, Inc., and Tina Payne Bryson, Inc. All rights reserved.

Source: Siegel, Daniel J., and Tina Payne Bryson. “How to Raise a Child Who Cares.” Ideas.ted.com, 
Ideas.ted.com, 24 Apr. 2018, ideas.ted.com/how-to-raise-a-child-who-cares/. Date accessed: : March 26, 
2019

 

https://ideas.ted.com/how-to-raise-a-child-who-cares/
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Beacon Academy Students Join Model United Nations Locals at ISM

From September 20-21, students from the Beacon Academy joined 200 other students from around the 
country at Model United Nations (MUN) Locals that took place in the International School Manila.  MUN 
Locals was a chance for students to come together to discuss global issues and find solutions for them.  
Here are some reflections from Beacon School alumni on this experience. 

When I first entered the Human Rights Council’s conference room, I was the embodiment of nervosity, 
barely getting through my speech in front of a room full of experienced delegates who knew what they 
were doing. Slowly though, I came out of my shell and followed the debates with enthusiasm. I even asked 
a point of clarification! Even if that was all I said the whole conference, it was all quite fun and a great 
exercise in diplomacy and self-confidence, and I would totally do it all again. Of course, I would not have 
made it out alive without the help of my senior delegates, who were always open and helpful, I’m very 
grateful for them.        
           - Naya M. (Grade 9)

MUN was a really great experience for me. Even though it may seem like a lot of work, it’s also a lot more 
fun than you might think. It may seem stressful, but there can be really nice people than can make the 
experience better for you. It seems nerve-wracking to be interacting with different people from different 
schools, but you just have to have the courage to do so. If you just find the right group and focus on the 
debate at hand, you start to lose your worries. MUN was pretty eye-opening for me, as I learned about 
different issues and different countries’ viewpoints on those issues. It inspired me to be more active and 
aware of world issues and opened up several doors for me. MUN is really just what you make of it. You can 
choose to be fully active in the debate and say a lot of speeches. You can choose to not be active in the 
debate and just be there to make new friends. Personally, I think that MUN is fun when you do both. Try to 
be active in the debate and in making new friends. The debate is engaging and enriching, eventually you’ll 
want to participate. Meeting new people is sometimes scary, but MUN makes it a little easier to do so. Join 
MUN because MUN is fun!       
           - Athena V. (Grade 9)

Invitation: The Beacon Academy Parents Open House | 
October 15, Tuesday
The Beacon Academy would like to invite all interested parents to join them on October 15, Tuesday for 
the return of their highly successful Open House Program. This is a chance for parents to sit-in on classes, 
attend a discussion-based learning session, tour the campus, and chat with the Academy's students. This 
event is also open to friends of the Beacon community, so please spread the word. A shuttle from Beacon 
School and back will also be provided. 

Please click on this Google Form to RSVP to this event: https://forms.gle/gdDVf9hCcaGwoBuC6

https://forms.gle/gdDVf9hCcaGwoBuC6

